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Abstract 25	

Zika virus (ZIKV) caused a great commotion in the international scientific community 26	

in the last two years due to its association with microcephaly and other neonatal 27	

alterations. This review will discuss lessons learned from viral pathogenesis, 28	

epidemiology and clinical findings observed during the ZIKV outbreak occurred 29	

between 2014 and 2016 in Brazil. 30	
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 35	

1. Introduction 36	

  Zika virus (ZIKV) was first described as a human pathogen in 1952. ZIKV 37	

caused several outbreaks in the African and Asian territories, mainly associated with 38	

milder symptoms than those usually observed for other common arboviruses [1]. It was 39	

not until 2014 that infection by ZIKV was considered a major public health threat. 40	

During the ZIKV outbreak in French Polynesia in 2013 only one report indicated an 41	

association between ZIKV infection and neurological disorders [2]. In Brazil a 42	

subsequent ZIKV outbreak led to more than two hundred thousand probable cases 43	

which quickly spread to other countries in the Americas causing great commotion in 44	

the scientific community as an example of the potential of arbovirus (Arthropod-borne 45	

Virus) to cause worldwide pandemics [3]. Moreover, unparalleled severe clinical 46	

outcomes were also observed at higher ratios than anywhere else. The introduction of 47	

ZIKV in Brazil and the correlation of this virus with neurological disorders and 48	

microcephaly in neonates from ZIKV-infected mothers, a manifestation known as 49	

congenital zika virus syndrome, evidenced several problems regarding diagnosis and 50	

treatment as well as assistance to ZIKV-infected patients in a big middle-income 51	

country such as Brazil. This review will discuss the latest ZIKV findings focusing on 52	

regional characteristics and the challenges during the viral outbreak in Brazil, the most 53	

affected country by the congenital zika syndrome, between 2014 and 2016,[3]. 54	

  55	

  56	
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2. Brazil: ZIKV epidemics setting 57	

 Two years have passed since Brazil was news headlines worldwide due to the 58	

ZIKV epidemics. The association between the mosquitos, the virus and its clinical 59	

manifestations seem clear and straightforward today. However, back then it was a great 60	

challenge that was approached as a joint effort between physicians (obstetricians, 61	

clinicians, radiologists, pediatricians, pathologists and others), researchers (basic and 62	

clinical research working together), public health and government authorities in Brazil 63	

as well as internationally. It all began with individual observations of higher numbers 64	

of cases of fever, exanthema and pruritus, Guillain-Barré syndrome, and further 65	

increased rates of fetal malformations and microcephaly cases, the final event that 66	

certainly called attention towards this disease as an emerging threat.  67	

 To address the burden of such epidemic it is essential to understand that 68	

although Brazil is a middle-income country with recent economic growth and important 69	

improvements in social, environmental and health issues, its continental size associated 70	

with extensive regional and social inequalities plays a major role in implementation of 71	

effective health strategies. In 1988, Brazil substantially modified its health system with 72	

the establishment of a Unified National Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde; SUS), 73	

which considers the principles of health as a citizen’s right and the state’s responsibility. 74	

SUS aims to deliver universal, comprehensive, preventive and curative care through 75	

decentralized management of health services, with community involvement at all 76	

administrative levels; financially supported by taxes and social contributions. 77	

Coexisting with SUS, there are also two other health delivery systems: Supplementary 78	

Health System (SHS) and Private Health System (PHS), covering a minority of the 79	

population (around 35 million versus 175 million by SUS) [4]. 80	
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 Approximately two decades later, in response to the challenge of bringing 81	

together health research agendas and public health policies and the need to direct more 82	

financial resources towards research priorities, the Ministry of Health proposed a 83	

National Policy for Science, Technology, and Innovation in Health. This was a long 84	

and structured process with the clear intention of defining priorities for all social sectors 85	

in order to achieve an increasing equity in the health system [5]. The national policy 86	

and the priority agenda are currently regulating investments by the Ministry of Health 87	

for research and development and have collaborated with other funding agencies in 88	

defining different proposal calls and emergency actions in response to threats such as 89	

ZIKV. In this scenario, the zika epidemics emerged in one of the most deprived regions 90	

of Brazil, the Northeast [6]. The social impact in this region has been considerable, and 91	

is thought to be the cause of a reduction in the number of births registered in 2016, 92	

which was reported as 10% in the most affected state,  Pernambuco  (IBGE data). 93	

There are two ZIKV lineages described (African and the Asian). Sequencing 94	

data revealed that only Asian ZIKV was found in Brazil more than 12 months before 95	

the first ZIKV case was detected [7]. Those estimations were approximate, but 96	

consistent with recent findings suggesting that ZIKV was already circulating in Rio de 97	

Janeiro state by April 2013 [8].   98	

In the subsequent months after ZIKV probable introduction in Brazil, it rapidly 99	

spread throughout the country causing a massive outbreak (Fig. 1). Autochthonous 100	

transmission of ZIKV was confirmed in all federative units of Brazil until mid-2016 101	

[9]. Large-scale sequencing data allow us to infer that the Northeast of Brazil was the 102	

epicenter of the ZIKV outbreak, with the virus later spreading to the Southeast and then 103	

to other regions [9]. The highest zika virus incidence rate was observed in the states 104	
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located in the Northeast and Central-West region of Brazil, including Mato Grosso state 105	

(714 cases per 100,000 population), Bahia (349 cases per 100,000), Alagoas (208 cases 106	

per 100,000), Tocantins (208 cases per 100,000), and Goiás (204 cases per 100,000), 107	

and the only state in the Southeast Rio de Janeiro (419 cases per 100,000) [3].  108	

Regional characteristics of Brazil, including vaccination against Yellow Fever 109	

Virus (YFV) and the circulation of others arthropod-borne viruses with zika 110	

overlapping symptoms (such as dengue, chikungunya, mayaro, and oropouche viruses) 111	

made it difficult to determine the real impact of ZIKV on the Brazilian population in 112	

the beginning of the outbreak. In fact, the increasing trend of cases of mild fever, 113	

pruritus and exanthema in 2014 was hypothesized to be due to dengue, rubella, B19 114	

parvovirus, enterovirus, and others arboviruses, especially chikungunya at the time. 115	

The association between ZIKV and microcephaly was confirmed only in January of 116	

2016 when the virus was detected in fetal nervous system tissue from a Brazilian 117	

pregnant woman [10].  118	

To face this situation, Brazil created a National Network of specialists in zika 119	

and similar diseases (RENEZIKA), a multi-professional team supported by the 120	

Ministry of Health with the objectives of: providing research data on surveillance, 121	

prevention, control, healthcare and scientific/technological support; contributing to 122	

development of guidelines; enhancing epidemiological analysis; fund raising; 123	

stimulating participation in scientific events and exchange; and supporting multicenter 124	

studies and collaboration on zika infection (available at 125	

http://renezika.org/portal/institucional/a-renezika).  126	

In addition, the São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP) started financing 127	

zika research projects in 2016 with incentives to ongoing virology projects in a fast-128	
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track system, currently funding studies to understand the disease and accelerate 129	

diagnostics and therapeutics. The work of such team contributed to understanding the 130	

burden of the infection and bringing awareness towards the facts versus false 131	

assumptions when considering the epidemics. As an example, concerns regarding a 132	

possible effect of vaccination or even toxic agents as causes of the observed 133	

microcephaly were disseminated in social media and prompted an official clarification 134	

by experts. In fact, after efforts by the Brazilian and international scientific community, 135	

numerous of ZIKV papers were published, including those focused on the pathogenetic 136	

mechanisms associated with central nervous system (CNS) damage by ZIKV using 137	

both in vitro and in vivo models of viral infection.  138	

 139	
3. Classification, Viral Structure and Transmission 140	

 ZIKV belongs to the Flavivirus genus that includes other important human 141	

pathogens such as dengue (DENV), west Nile (WNV), yellow fever (YFV) and 142	

japanese encephalitis (JEV) viruses, all of them transmitted mainly or exclusively by 143	

mosquitoes. Flavivirus belongs to the Flaviviridae family, which comprises 53 144	

different species [1]. All flaviviruses have a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA 145	

genome of around 11 kb containing just one open reading frame (ORF), 5’ and 3’ 146	

untranslated regions (UTRs), and a 5’ cap. The ORF encodes a large polyprotein that 147	

is cleaved into three structural (C, prM, and E) and eight nonstructural (NS1, NS2A, 148	

NS2B, NS3, NS4A, 2K, NS4B, and NS5) proteins [11]. In addition, recent studies have 149	

demonstrated the presence of subgenomic RNAs (sfRNAs) during flavivirus 150	

replication, which are generated by cleavage by eukaryotic exoribonucleases, 151	

repressing of translation through base pairing with cellular mRNAs. 152	
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Comparative sequence analysis of pre-epidemic and epidemic ZIKV isolates 153	

showed some mutations possibly associated with neuropathogenesis [9]. Previous 154	

studies in cell cultures, animal models and brain organoids had already shown that 155	

ZIKV belonging to the Asian group has a greater ability to infect neural progenitor cells 156	

than African-ZIKV (see Pathogenesis section below). Recently, Yuan and colleagues 157	

demonstrated that a single mutation very common in ZIKV-isolates from America 158	

[7,12], substantially increased ZIKV infectivity in both human and mouse neural 159	

progenitor cells. This mutation results in a substitution from a serine to asparagine 160	

(S139N) in the viral polyprotein, the 17th amino acid residue of prM protein in a portion 161	

prominently exposed at the top of the spikes in immature virions. This location suggests 162	

that immature virus particles with specific envelope symmetries could impact cell 163	

tropism, pathogenesis and also the presence of alternative routes of viral transmission. 164	

Thus, genomic mutations in ZIKV isolates may be behind the explosive dissemination 165	

and the high incidence of microcephaly and other neurological symptoms in specific 166	

geographic areas, such as the Northeast of Brazil. 167	

  Genomic mutations can also contribute to the several mechanisms associated 168	

with ZIKV transmission in Brazil. The main route of ZIKV transmission is by a 169	

mosquito bite (Aedes sp and possibly Culex sp – discussed in Box 1), with possible 170	

vertical transmission by intrauterine mother-to-child route. Interestingly, ZIKV strains 171	

isolated from mosquitoes in Brazil do not have the S139N mutation [13], indicating 172	

that highly virulent strains could have been disseminated in Brazil by other routes of 173	

transmission including sexual transmission. The association between sexual 174	

transmission and zika’s congenital syndrome needs to be better clarified. 175	
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 The first report of probable non-vector transmission of ZIKV was described in 176	

2011, when a patient was infected by ZIKV in Africa and transmitted the virus to his 177	

wife in Colorado State, USA, where Aedes aegypti is not usually present. After the 178	

2015-2016 ZIKV-outbreak, many cases of possible ZIKV sexual transmission were 179	

reported (systematically reviewed by Moreira and colleagues [14]), showing that ZIKV 180	

can be transmitted from male or female (symptomatic or not) infected individuals by 181	

unprotected vaginal, oral or anal intercourse. The hypothesis of sexual transmission 182	

was supported by the long-term isolation of infectious ZIKV from semen and female 183	

genital tract weeks or months after symptoms onset [14].  184	

 Sexual transmission of ZIKV is not well understood, but recent findings suggest 185	

that the virus primarily infect sperm cells probably via the Tyro3 receptor, which can 186	

be found in the midpiece of mature spermatozoa [15]. The same receptor may also be 187	

involved in prostate cells infection, and as it is secreted in semen would lead to sexual 188	

transmission [16]. Both mechanisms could also occur together, but the first one 189	

probably explains better why the virus persists being secreted for months after 190	

symptoms onset. In addition, Tyro3 is prominently expressed in neurons, so it is 191	

possible that this receptor plays a role in neuropathogenesis of ZIKV [15]. 192	

 Other body fluids have also been reported as possible forms of direct 193	

transmission of ZIKV, including breast milk, saliva and urine. However, the role of the 194	

ZIKV-transmission by direct contact in Brazil needs further research [17]. In addition, 195	

there is evidence of ZIKV transmission by blood transfusion. The contamination of 196	

blood banks with ZIKV by asymptomatic donors resulted in at least four reported cases 197	

of ZIKV transfusion-transmission in Brazil  [18]. 198	

 199	
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BOX:	Is	the	Culex	mosquito	a	ZIKV	vector?	200	
Upon introduction to a new region, arboviruses exposed to different species of possible vectors. The 201	
selection of viral strains in different vectors can impact the disease caused by these viruses in humans, 202	
affecting pathogenesis and the speed of viral spreading [19]. Thus, transmission by unpredicted vectors 203	
could explain some peculiarities of the 2015-2016 zika-Brazilian outbreak, such as neuropathogenesis 204	
and the fast spreading. To incriminate an arthropod as a vector, though, some criteria must be followed, 205	
including: (i) demonstration of effective contact with the pathogen’s host (i. e. feeding); (ii) association 206	
in time and space of the vector and the infected host (iii) recurrent demonstration of natural infection of 207	
the vector and (iv) experimental transmission of the virus by the vector [20]. Two studies support Culex 208	
mosquitoes as vectors for ZIKV [20,21] although these studies did not confirm all the criteria [20,22]. In 209	
contrast, at least twelve other reports  did not agree with this hypothesis (reviewed by [22]). Recently, 210	
phylogenetic analyses demonstrated that ZIKV is closely related to WNV and SLEV, which are “Culex-211	
associated” viruses and known to cause neurotrophic associated diseases (reviewed by [23]). Thus, 212	
although these conflicting reports may indicate  that more than one vector were involved in ZIKV 213	
transmission, more studies will be necessary to prove the role of Culex mosquito as vector of ZIKV 214	
during Brazilian 2015-2016 outbreak. 215	
 216	
 217	

4. Clinical presentation 218	

 A challenge in addressing ZIKV is its clinical presentation, which can be very 219	

mild or even asymptomatic in the majority of infected cases (around 80%), with an 220	

incubation period of 4-10 days and duration of disease of 5 to 7 days. Among 221	

symptomatic cases, the most frequent conditions are exanthema (maculopapular 222	

pruritic rash), fever (low-grade), arthralgia (mostly small joints of hands and feet), non-223	

purulent conjunctivitis, myalgia and prostration [24].  224	

 Brazil is an endemic country for other arbovirus and in such scenario [25], with 225	

frequent occurrence of  DENV for example, many of the symptomatic cases do not seek 226	

medical care unless there is a severe feature, which might present after the optimal 227	

timing for sample collection and diagnosis. 228	

 Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS) was first described in association with zika in 229	

the French Polynesian outbreak of 2013-2014 [2]. GBS is defined as an acute paralysis, 230	

with areflexic response, with noted high levels of protein in the cerebrospinal fluid and 231	

normal cell counts (albuminocytologic dissociation). It is the most prevalent cause of 232	
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flaccid paralysis and up to 20% of affected patients persist with disabilities; around 5% 233	

die due to the complication [26]. Usually GBS presents as a progressive, bilateral and 234	

symmetric limb weakness of immune-mediated response. In the last couple of years, 235	

ZIKV-associated GBS has been reported in different settings, including Brazil, 236	

Colombia, the United States, Martinique and others [27].  237	

 A broad range of complications may present associated with maternal ZIKV 238	

infection, including fetal and newborn neurological and ocular anomalies, fetal growth 239	

restriction (FGR), stillbirth, and perinatal death. Congenital zika Syndrome is the 240	

designated term to refer to these cases, with microcephaly as one of the clinical signs 241	

reported, including pronounced brain damage, mainly characterized by reduced cortical 242	

development and atrophy, arthrogryposis and hypoplasia of the cerebellum and 243	

cerebellar vermis. Polyhydramnios is a common finding, probably in response to 244	

swallowing impairment due to brain injury [28,29].  245	

 The prevalence of these findings is largely understudied, especially considering 246	

limitations in identification and testing of cases. Results from the US zika pregnancy 247	

registry collaboration showed that among pregnancies identified with zika virus 248	

infection there was an overall 6% of associated birth defects or 11% when infection had 249	

occurred during first trimester [28]. However, congenital zika syndrome has been 250	

reported in cases of infection in the second and even third trimesters [30].  251	

 The ZIKV precise mechanisms for maternal-fetal transmission are largely 252	

unknown. The same is true for the TORCH infections (acronym for Toxoplasma gondii, 253	

Treponema pallidum, rubella virus, cytomegalovirus (CMV) and herpes simplex virus 254	

(HSV) [31].  255	

 256	
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5. ZIKV and the placenta 257	

 Potential routes of ZIKV vertical transmission include: breaks in the 258	

syncytiotrophoblast (SYN) layer, the multinucleated, differentiated cells in direct 259	

contact with maternal blood; direct infection of the SYN layer (antibody transcytosis); 260	

infection of extravillous trophoblasts (EVTs), the anchoring cells attached to the uterus; 261	

or through the decidua, modified cells in the uterine wall for implantation of pregnancy 262	

and/or maternal microvasculature. Most likely, vertical transmission is different 263	

between the early and later (>12 weeks) stages of human pregnancy [32]. 264	

 The study of all placentas from confirmed or suspected cases is an official 265	

recommendation, as part of standard healthcare for these women and their babies. zika 266	

virus RNA testing (via qRT-PCR) on fixed and frozen tissue is very important and 267	

might even confirm fetal infection, since serological testing has limitations due to 268	

timing of the test, depending on the accurate window of ZIKV detection [33].  269	

 Nevertheless, protocols for placental sampling and storage differ worldwide. 270	

Although the Brazilian Ministry of Health has an official guideline, it includes no 271	

figures to explain systematic placental sampling and only a few words describing a 3 272	

fragments sampling of 1.0x1.0cm pieces, with no specific detailing on depth needed or 273	

sites of collection expected (available at http://combateaedes.saude.gov.br/en/). 274	

However, not all medical settings have the opportunity for placental pathology analysis, 275	

which adds on to the need to adequately transport samples to other facilities. 276	

 Placental pathologic findings have been reported as nonspecific and mild, 277	

comprising chronic placentitis (TORCH type), increased Hofbauer cells, chronic 278	

villitis, villous immaturity, increased vascularity stromal fibrosis and calcification, 279	

variable perivilous fibrin and mononuclear cells, and also lymphocytic deciduitis and 280	
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focal syncytiotrophoblast necrosis. Most of the detailed cases were from first trimester 281	

infections and clinical symptomatic cases, which can explain the severity, foremost 282	

with significant cases of abortions, stillbirth or neonatal death [34,35]. 283	

 284	

6. Pathogenesis: Cell Tropism and the Effects of ZIKV Infection and Replication 285	

 286	
 Understanding the pathogenesis of ZIKV infection has been the subject of 287	

intense research for which the tropism of ZIKV is crucial. After ZIKV delivery by a 288	

blood-feeding female mosquito, the infection begins through permissive skin cells. 289	

ZIKV infects human primary skin fibroblast, keratinocytes and immature dendritic 290	

cells. Receptors involved in ZIKV entry include TIM-1 and AXL, important for  291	

permissiveness of human skin fibroblasts to infection and replication of ZIKV. Herein, 292	

ZIKV-infected primary fibroblasts displayed autophagosome formation related to 293	

increased viral replication. ZIKV target cells such as macrophages, dendritic cells, T 294	

cells, immature NKs, sertoli cells, retinal pigment epithelial cells and endothelial cells 295	

showed high expression of TYRO3, AXL and MER receptors in their surface. Through 296	

them, ZIKV can bind and enter cells by endocytosis. However, these receptors are not 297	

crucial for virus entry into T cells or for ZIKV infection in a mouse model [16]. 298	

As expected, due to the neurological complications reported, an increasing 299	

number of studies have shown ZIKV in different types of neural and placental cells. 300	

The neurological complications observed in ZIKV infection are closely related to ZIKV 301	

preferential infection triggering apoptosis in neural progenitor cells (NPCs) [36,37]. 302	

The infection by the MR766 ZIKV strain in cell culture was more effective in NPCs 303	

compared with mature cortical neurons [37] efficiently infecting neural cell-derived 304	
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organoids resulting in a decrease in overall organoid size [36]. The ZIKV infection 305	

impact on neural development was demonstrated in a mouse fetus model, where ZIKV 306	

inoculation in brain resulted in cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis, and inhibition of NPC 307	

differentiation and cortical thinning and microcephaly [38]. Stem cells from the 308	

ventricular zone and neurons from corticospinal pyramidal were also targeted by ZIKV 309	

[39]. Yet, ZIKV infection in human neural stem cells growing as neurospheres and 310	

brain organoids resulted in. reduced growth and viability. In addition, ZIKV infection 311	

was demonstrated in cranial neural crest cells leading to high levels 312	

ofneurodevelopmental cytokines that can kill or cause aberrant differentiation of neural 313	

progenitors [40]. 314	

Microcephaly is the most critical neurological complication and is associated 315	

with congenital abnormalities. Many studies have addressed how the virus can cross 316	

the placenta, alter normal fetal development, and disrupt specific cellular functions. In 317	

this context, ZIKV RNA was detected in amniotic fluid samples of pregnant women 318	

whose fetuses were diagnosed with microcephaly [41]. Viral RNA and protein were 319	

detected in newborn and fetal brain and placental tissues [10,42]. ZIKV is able to infect 320	

and replicate in human placental macrophages, called Hofbauer cells, and to a lesser 321	

extent in cytotrophoblasts [43].  322	

However, the tropism of ZIKV is more widespread once it has been detected in 323	

other tissues and body fluids. Studies on eye damage demonstrated that ZIKV RNA 324	

was present in murine ocular tissue such as cornea, retina and optical nerve, and in 325	

human ZIKV it was detected in conjunctival fluid. ZIKV also targets cells from the 326	

reproductive tract including spermatogonia and Sertoli cells in males, which could be 327	
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involved in long term sterility, and vaginal epithelium and uterine fibroblast in females 328	

[16] . 329	

 330	

6.1 Pathogenesis: Immune Response to ZIKV Infection 331	

 Immunocompetent mice are not natural hosts for the virus, in part because the 332	

ZIKV NS5 protease is not able to degrade mouse STAT2, a transcription factor 333	

activated downstream the IFN receptor signaling, as opposed to human [44]. Therefore, 334	

IFNAR1 knockout mice, neonatal wild type animals or direct inoculation of virus in 335	

immunocompetent cells have to be used to sustain infection in the murine model. 336	

Pathogenesis studies of ZIKV infection in a mouse model have used IFN knockout 337	

animals, which presumably bypasses innate immune responses in peripheral organs.  338	

Inoculation of ZIKV into neonatal mice resulted in severe neurological disease 339	

associated with infiltration of T cells in the CNS, weight loss, and death in a subset of 340	

animals [45]. Adult IFNAR1 knockout mice showed placental infection, placenta-fetal 341	

transmission and neurological complications [46]. Infection and death by apoptosis was 342	

observed in neural progenitor cells in IRF3, IRF5, and IRF7 knockout mice models 343	

[47]. ZIKV has been detected in the blood, spleen, brain, spinal cord, kidney and eye 344	

of immunocompromised adult mice. 345	

 The pathogenesis underlying the congenital neurological complications 346	

observed in humans, such as intrauterine growth restriction, microcephaly, and 347	

miscarriage [48], also has been extensively studied in mice. As reviewed previously 348	

[16], it was shown in type I interferon (IFN)-deficient mouse models of ZIKV 349	

transmission in utero that ZIKV infects different trophoblasts and fetal endothelial cells 350	

of the placenta. Subsequently it was shown that the virus can cross the placenta to infect 351	
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the fetal head, with the placenta and fetus more susceptible to ZIKV infection at earlier 352	

gestational stages. This mouse model also revealed intrauterine growth restriction and 353	

fetal demise. Infection of pregnant Ifnar1-/- mice with a Brazilian ZIKV strain resulted 354	

in intrauterine growth restriction and reduced fetus size without demise. When the same 355	

strain was used at high doses in wild-type pregnant mice, fetuses showed intrauterine 356	

growth restriction and microcephaly.  357	

 In the context of maternal-fetal interface and antiviral defense, it was 358	

demonstrated that ZIKV replication in Houfbaer cells, trophoblasts and neuroblasts is 359	

dependent on interferon signaling by JAK-STAT. Inhibition of this pathway resulted in 360	

increased viral replication [49]. A recent study used 3D cell-line-based models of 361	

human syncytiotrophoblasts and showed that constitutive release of type III IFNs 362	

(IFNλ1 and IFNλ2) induced resistance to ZIKV infection [50].  Autophagy also plays 363	

a major role in ZIKV infection as revealed by studying pregnant Atg16l1-deficient mice 364	

or through autophagy chemical inhibition in pregnant ZIKV-infected mice [51]. This 365	

study demonstrated that autophagy inhibition is favorable for the host to limit vertical 366	

transmission. Moreover, the authors discuss the possible shift from degradative 367	

autophagy to secretory autophagy and its relevance on release and spreading of mature 368	

viral particles. Endothelial cells might also be crucial in ZIKV vertical transmission.  369	

To cross an endothelial barrier such as the blood brain barrier (BBB), ZIKV 370	

disrupts the tight junctions and travels between the cells or infects the endothelial cells 371	

directly, consequently causing cell lysis and releasing virus particles across the 372	

membrane. Indeed, Liu et al. demonstrated that ZIKV can infect immortalized human 373	

cerebral microvessel endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3) [52]. Moreover, Tabata et al. 374	

demonstrated that many cell types, including human umbilical vein endothelial cells 375	
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(HUVECs) which comprises the placenta barrier, are also susceptible to ZIKV infection 376	

[53]. Murine models have demonstrated loss and damage of blood vessels in the 377	

placenta, indicating that endothelial cells play a crucial role in vertical transmission of 378	

ZIKV [54].  379	

 Recently, primary human brain microvascular ECs (hBMECs) have been 380	

considered as ZIKV reservoirs [55]. ZIKV replicates persistently in hBMECs with little 381	

or no cytopathology through ZIKV-directed cell survival responses. In fact, ZIKV does 382	

not permeabilize hBMECs and is released basolaterally from polarized hBMECs, 383	

suggesting a direct mechanism for ZIKV to cross the BBB. Interestingly, CCL5 was 384	

identified as one of the regulated immune response mediators under ZIKV infection 385	

and the authors explore its role in trafficking immune cells to the BBB, and both foster 386	

ZIKV’s spread to neurons and inflammatory CNS pathology [55]. 387	

In addition to direct infection or compromising tight junctions, the virus may be 388	

transported through the CNS by infected leukocytes; a mechanism called the “Trojan 389	

Horse” pathway [56]. This possible route could explain how ZIKV reaches immune-390	

privileged sites and breaks endothelial barriers such as the placental-fetal and brain-391	

blood. In this regard, two recent studies demonstrated that among the peripheral blood 392	

white cells, monocytes are the dominant cell type infected by ZIKV infection. This was 393	

observed in infections mediated by both Asian and African strains. The infection also 394	

promotes an increase in monocytes number, especially for CD16+ non-classical and 395	

intermediate subtypes (characterized by inflammatory role or both phagocytic and 396	

inflammatory functions) [57,58]. Additionally, Foo and colleagues identified high 397	

levels of IL-10 in the plasma of pregnant women infected with the ZIKV Asian strain, 398	

suggesting that ZIKV could be related to immunosuppression. 399	
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Leukocyte adhesion to brain microvascular endothelial cells is commonly 400	

mediated by several surface proteins including ICAM-1 and E-selectin [59]. Other 401	

flaviviruses such as WNV have been shown to increase expression of these surface 402	

proteins in vivo and in vitro [59]. Indeed, host cells secrete cytokines to recruit a rapid 403	

immune response to inactivate viral expression following infection, which is an 404	

important part of the innate host immune response to viruses. Therefore, considering 405	

host immune modulation during ZIKV infection, we recently analyzed 21 immune 406	

mediators by microbead-based immunoassays [60]. We observed that immune makers 407	

were highly interconnected and were involved in the NF-κB signaling pathway. 408	

Moreover, we detected MCP-1 (CCL2) and SDF-1 (CXCL12) in patient sera, 409	

chemokines already described as involved in leukocyte transmigration across the BBB 410	

in viral infections [56] (Fig. 2). 411	

 412	

6.2	Cross-reactive	immunity	amongst	flaviviruses 413	

ZIKV-DENV ADE: Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) is a well-known 414	

process on DENV infection. DENV is also a Flavivirus,  with four serotypes. The ADE 415	

phenomenon is related to the disease severity increase in secondary infection. This 416	

occurs because non-neutralizing antibodies bind to Fc receptors bearing cells (such as 417	

macrophages), leading to higher viremia and production of high levels of inflammatory 418	

cytokines [61]. Antibodies to the structural precursor-membrane protein (prM) and E 419	

protein of DENV and the consequent infectivity of immature viral particles are a major 420	

components of dengue ADE [62]. Although ZIKV appears to exist as a single serotype, 421	

individuals in endemic areas have been reported to experience sequential infections 422	
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with both viruses [63]. ZIKV and DENV are closely related and share high amino acid 423	

identity, thus supporting a possibly similar cross-reactivity between ZIKV and DENV. 424	

Exploring memory lymphocytes on ZIKV-infected mice, Stettler and 425	

colleagues [63] found monoclonal antibodies against the E protein (domain I/II) that 426	

cross-reacted and effectively enhanced ZIKV and DENV infections in vitro as well as 427	

in DENV-infected mice. Interestingly, transfer of DENV convalescent human plasma 428	

enhanced pathogenesis in a mouse model of ZIKV infection [64]. Moreover, an anti-429	

DENV E protein monoclonal antibody cross-reacted with ZIKV, neutralized it and 430	

greatly enhanced the replication of viral RNA. DENV-immune plasma and monoclonal 431	

antibodies to DENV potently enhanced ZIKV infection, suggesting that preexisting 432	

immunity to DENV might increase ZIKV replication and disease severity [65]. In 433	

contrast, studies with patients did not support ADE between dengue and zika, since nor 434	

viremia neither cytokines levels were higher in ZIKV patients with prior DENV [66]. 435	

Thus, differences between ZIKV and DENV tropism, human genetic background and 436	

geographic behaviors could impact the clinical outcome after subsequent flavivirus 437	

infections. 438	

ZIKV, DENV and YFV: CD8+ T cells in common: CD8+ T cells mediate immunity to 439	

intracellular infections by recognizing and responding to specific peptides that are 440	

derived from intracellular proteins and presented on class I major histocompatibility 441	

complex (MHC) molecules. These cells are important for clearance of virus-infected 442	

cells and relatively little is known about cross-reactive CD8+ T cell-mediated immunity 443	

amongst flaviviruses [63,64]. Upon ZIKV infection, the mouse model lacking the type 444	

I interferon receptor showed that the virus replicated and induced a robust CD8+ T cell 445	

response [67]. Furthermore, CD8+ T cells were shown to reduce viral replication and 446	
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attenuate disease. Using HLA transgenic mouse model, zika virus elicited antigen-447	

specific CD8+ T cell responses and DENV-immune mice challenged with ZIKV 448	

produced ZIKV/DENV cross-reactive epitopes able to elicit a CD8+ T cell responses 449	

that reduced infectious ZIKV levels [68]. 450	

During the Brazilian outbreak an increased microcephaly occurrence was 451	

reported in regions with lower yellow fever vaccination coverage [69]. The last 452	

epidemiological data published by the Brazilian Ministry of Health showed that in some 453	

federative units with low vaccination coverage the number of confirmed Congenital 454	

zika virus syndrome cases was higher, but we were not able to establish any statistical 455	

correlation. This result, therefore, should be widely and carefully revisited using up-to-456	

date epidemiological data on both vaccination coverage and the prevalence of 457	

congenital zika syndrome. Recent findings indicate that the YFV vaccine generates 458	

CD8+ T cell-mediated immune responses against zika virus [70]. Thus, more studies 459	

will be necessary in order to determine the role of an anti-YFV immunological response 460	

during ZIKV infection. 461	

	462	
7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 463	

The number of studies on ZIKV has greatly increased in the last 2 years since 464	

the epidemics in Brazil was acknowledged, involving both national and international 465	

collaboration. Research on animal models and infected human samples has helped to 466	

understand the pathology of the disease and epidemiology reports have enabled the 467	

understanding of virus dissemination. In the last two years, ZIKV was proved as a cause 468	

of congenital malformations and ophthalmological and neurological dysfunctions in 469	

adults and children. Although the circulation of this virus has decreased substantially 470	
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in Brazil during 2017, the maintenance of this virus in vertebrate and arthropod 471	

reservoirs in nature indicate that new ZIKV epidemics can happen in the near future. 472	

Thus, surveillance programs for detection of ZIKV and others arbovirus in humans and 473	

other animal reservoirs need to be maintained and encouraged in tropical countries such 474	

as Brazil. Moreover, many unanswered questions need to be clarified, especially those 475	

regarding why there are so many cases of severe disease in certain regions of the 476	

Americas, such as Northeastern Brazil. The characterization of possible risk factors 477	

(such as human genetic background and microbiome directly affected by 478	

socioeconomic conditions), the impact of co-infections, possible new transmission 479	

routes, determinants of placental infection and the mechanisms of host control and 480	

immune evasion (e.g., how does the virus cross the endothelial barrier) are research 481	

gaps that need to be addressed in the next years. 482	
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Figures 710	
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 713	
 714	

Figure 1. Timeline of Zika virus outbreak in Brazil and subsequent spread in the  715	

Americas. 716	

 717	

 718	

 719	

 720	
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 721	
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 723	

Figure 2. Zika virus cell tropism and pathogenesis. ZIKV targets many different cell 724	
types; most of them display TAM receptors on their surface. The neurological 725	
complications are essentially due to ZIKV infection of neural cells (neural progenitor 726	
cells, astrocytes, radial glia and neuroepithelial stem cells) and placental cells 727	
(trophoblasts, Hofbauer cells and endothelial cells). ZIKV also targets cells from other 728	
body sites including skin (fibroblasts, keratocytes and immature dendritic cells), eye 729	
(cornea and retina epithelial cells, nerve optical and also fluids) and blood 730	
(macrophages, monocytes and immature natural killers- NKs). ZIKV infection 731	
progression can be observed by circulation of specific cytokines (e.g. IP-10, MCP-1, 732	
IL-8, IL-22 and TNF-α). 733	
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